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Disco duck songfacts

Stop the music and go visit Songfacts.com. Songfacts is a searchable database where you can find out the meaning and motivations behind successes. The search function plays well with DuckDuckGo too: Syntax: !songfacts only song title Examples: !songfacts duck disc Play your cravings with Replayz, the game that helps you overcome your addictions.
Available as a deck of cards or a printable PDF that you can download instantly. Page 2 Page 3 Actor Josh Gad presents a guide to convince men to watch the new film Beauty and the Beast. In an interview with USA Today, Josh Gad, the actor who plays Gaston's partner, LeFou in the new live-action adaptation of Beauty and the Beast, presents a guide to
convince the hard and soft men to watch the new Disney film. Gad, who is the father of two children, says that when he was ten, he could not help falling in love with the Beauty and the Beast of 1991. Revealed that even with all the dresses, waltz, and princess fantasy story, male boys who are coerced by brides to watch the movie will enjoy it. He has given
reasons why, and here they are; Belle is an ideal woman Gad's argument is that Belle is more than a typical princess, she is a role model, children and men must love to worship. She is fiercely independent and incredibly intelligent, her superpower is that she reads non-stop, says Gad. And she's the hero! She saves the Beast not once, but several times.
Don't you know what the man doesn't fall in love with? via GIPHY The Beast is a pleasure to see whether you are sure of its appearance or not, any man can relate to the Beast. Gad says the good thing about the Beast is that when he meets Belle, he becomes entertained to watch as he lets his guard down. Each guy can relate at least a little to the rough
transformed prince. via GIPHY Gaston and LeFou are a hoot Even though some guys have girlfriends, they still won't overlook their best partner who is always around. The word bromance is thrown a lot when talking about the amateur and bustling bully Gaston (played by Luke Evans in the film) and his loyal companion LeFou, and their relationship is
relatable and often hilarious. Any great friendship can be related. via GIPHY The lonely-hearts guys get a song Evermore is a new song written specifically for Beauty and the Beast 2017. Gad says the original melody belongs comfortably alongside classics such as Be Our Guest and Beauty and the Beast. The song will be used in the film after the Beast
frees Belle to save her father from angry villagers. In the film Beast goes to the top of a tower and belts her feelings about her love: Now I know she will never leave me, even when she flees. Isn't any kind related? via GIPHY #rhythmofthecity #y101fm #alwaysfirst page 4 There is a joke in France that I heard about two grandmothers in the park remembering
their youth. One grandmother said to the other, Remember how we always wanted to look like Brigitte? Brigitte? Not bad. here we are now! Faye Dunaway This multi-award winning actress is 75 years old. He rose to fame in 1967 for playing the role of Bonnie Parker, Clyde Barrow's partner in crime, in the gangster film Bonnie and Clyde. She continued to
have a successful acting career in the 1970s with films such as Chinatown and The Towering Inferno. Dunaway continues to perform today with her recent return to screen in the 2016 horror thriller The Bye Bye Man. Ann-Margret This singer and actress is also 75 this year. She rose to fame in the early 1960s for her roles in the films Bye Bye Birdie and Viva
Las Vegas. According to her singing career, she was billed as a female version of Elvis Presley. She continues to make music today, with an acclaimed gospel album in 2001. She is still disindined in acting by winning her first Emmy Award in 2010 for her guest appearance on Law &amp; Order: Special Victims Unit. Sophia Loren 81 now, Sophia Loren used
to be an impressive Italian film actress during the 1950s and 1960s. She won her first Oscar for Best Actress in 1962 for the Italian film Two Women. It is declared by the Academy as one of the treasures of world cinema. Loren continues to perform in Italy and is rumoured to have a film return this year. Brigitte Bardot is also 81, Brigitte Bardot, the French
actress, singer, fashion icon and sex symbol rose to fame during the 1950s and 1960s as well. She has become an icon in French cinema, having been declared the first and most liberated woman in post-war France. She starred in controversially released films such as And God Created Woman and Contempt. She is now retired from acting since 1973 and
has become an animal rights activist. Ursula Andress Another sexual symbol of Ursula Andress, 60, used to be a model in her hometown of Switzerland and had even briefly dated film icon James Dean. She became famous all over the world in 1962 when she became the first and fifth Bond Girl. She played Honey Ryder in the first Bond film Dr No. Her
appearance in the film as she came out of the water in nothing but a white bikini and bra became an iconic moment in film and fashion history. Since the early 1990s, her appearances as an actress have been rare. Her last role to date was playing Madonna in a 2005 low-budget Swiss film The Bird Preachers. Diana Rigg You probably know her now as
Margaery Tyrell's grandmother, Olenna Tyrell, in Game of Thrones. The 77-year-old actress began her successful acting career since the 1950s. She played Emma Peel in the 1960s television series The Avengers and even played a Bond girl, James Bond's only wife and first true love, Teresa di Vicenzo in 1969 in On Her Majesty's Secret Service. Member
of the Royal Company in 1959, debuted on Broadway in 1971 in the production of Abelard &amp; Heloise. She has won a BAFTA, a Tony, an Emmy, and has been nominated several times for other awards. This Lady Lady of the British Empire used to be the bomb at the time. It can be hard to see at first with Olenna Tyrell's headdress to put an end to all
headdresses, but when you put on a current Natalie Dormer (the actress who plays Rigg's character granddaughter in GoT) and compare it to a photo of a younger Diana Riggs, then you'll notice the striking resemblance. Here it was in the 1969 Bond film. #y101fm #alwaysfirst #entertainment Colman Andrews, Charles Stockdale and John Harrington 24/7
Wall Street There is no official definition of the one-hit wonder term in the music world, but it usually refers to a recording artist who has had a single No. 1 hit (or one who came near the top for a substantial period of time), with other efforts by the artist without reaching similar heights. (Some artists, however, reached those heights 20 times.) Billboard music
industry commercial release applies the term to anyone whose second single falls below the Top 25.Sometimes one-hit wonder artists are great hits in fields other than popular music. Lorne Greene, star of the television western Bonanza, had a No. 1 hit in 1964 with Ringo, a unique recording of spoken words. Radio and television personality Rick Dees,
whose weekly Top 40 claims to be the world's longest musical countdown, topped the charts (as Rick Dees and His Cast of Idiots) with Disco Duck in 1976. I didn't probably expect, I didn't need to repeat that success. However, legendary musical artists such as Jimi Hendrix, Lou Reed, Garth Brooks and grateful Dead are technically one-hit wonders, too, in
that none had more than one song in the top 40 on the Hot 100 billboard chart throughout their careers. Not having more than one superior success obviously does not imply a lack of talent or a thriving musical career. Even those artists who have vanished from the pop scene, however — such as E.M.F., Timmy T., Mims, Divine — have earned a place in
music history: They can be wonders in one hit, but they have accomplished a feat few have. To determine the greatest wonders in one hit, 24/7 Wall St. identified the songs with the longest stays on the weekly Top 40 charts, based on the Billboard Hot 100, from 1980 to 2012. Only songs that reached No. 1 were considered. In addition, artists must have
released in the Top 40 no more than twice, either as individual artists or featuring in another artist's song, and must have sold less than 5 million albums throughout their careers, not including singles. Songs that were originally recorded for a movie or TV show were not considered. The U.S. Top 40 consists of the top 40 songs on the Billboard Hot 100 and
was obtained from Billboard. The data certified album sales come from the Recording Industry Association of America.20. One More Try&gt; Artist: Timmy T&gt; Weeks on Top 40: 16&gt; Entered charts: January 19, 1991 &gt; Letters from left: May 4, 1991Elcaliforno Timmy T (born Timothy Torres) scored his only hit No. 1, 1, remained on the Billboard Hot
100 for 25 weeks. This song should not be confused with the Rolling Stones melody of the same name from 1965.19. Maniac &gt; Artist: Michael Sembello &gt; Top 40 Weeks: 16&gt; Entered charts: July 2, 1983 &gt; Left Charts: October 15, 1983Although Michael Sembello had minor success with his song Automatic Man, pales in comparison to the hit No.
1 Maniac. The popularity of the single was undoubtedly reinforced by its inclusion in the 1983 film Flashdance. 18. I'm Too Sexy &gt; Artist: Right Said Fred&gt; Weeks on Top 40: 17&gt; Entered charts: January 18, 1992 &gt; Left charts: May 9, 1992The right said fred duo found a quick hit when they released their first single I'm Too Sexy in 1992. While the
silly single only spent three weeks at No. 1, it remained in the Top 40 for another 14.17. More Than Words&gt; Artist: Extreme&gt; Weeks on Top 40: 17&gt; Entered charts: April 13, 1991 &gt; Left charts: August 3, 1991Elxtreme was formed by Massachusetts-born vocalist Gary Cherone (who went on to have a brief career as lead singer of Van Halen) and
Portuguese guitarist Nuno Bettencourt (later with Rihan). The band recorded this acoustic love ballad as a contrast to their most common rock music16. Mickey &gt; Artist: Toni Basil &gt; Top 40 Weeks: 17&gt; Enter the Charts: October 9, 1982 &gt; Lists on the Left: February 5, 1983Toni Basil is a multi-Emmy and Grammy nominee, choreographer, actor,
director and dancer, and was named a living Hip Hop legend by Hip Hop International in 2008. Although Mickey was hailed by the Rock &amp; Roll Hall of Fame as one of the groundbreaking singles of the 1980s, it was Basil's only successful recording.15. This Is Why I'm Hot&gt; Artist: Mims&gt; Weeks on Top 40: 18&gt; Entered charts: March 3, 2007 &gt;
The left charts: June 30, 2007Mims (full name Shawn Mims) had great success with this memorably minimalist chest-hit anthem (in Stereogum's words). The follow-ups, however, were received warmly, and Mims subsequently turned to Silicon Valley, creating an app, RecordGram, with two partners14. Butterfly &gt; Artist: Crazy Town &gt; Weeks on Top 40:
18&gt; Entered charts: Feb. 3, 2001&gt; Left charts: June 2, 2001Skritten by Crazy Town singer Shifty Shellshock (also known as Seth Binzer), Butterfly shows Pretty Little Ditty from the Red Hot Chili Peppers, a Crazy Pepper band. The song, identified by the Federal Trade Commission as inappropriate for underage listeners, did not top the charts until a
year and a half after its release.13 Informer &gt; Artist: Snow &gt; Weeks on Top 40: 19&gt; Entered charts: February 6, 1993 &gt; Letters from left: June 12, 1993Darrin Kenneth O'Brien, reggae-rapper Acting as Snow, he entered the Guinness Book of World Records for this song, named the best-selling reggae single of all time. Subsequent recordings did
not double Informer's success, and since 2009, when his long-standing partner died of cancer, he has engaged in charities that fund cancer research and help residents of housing.12. Laffy Taffy&gt; Artist: D4L &gt; Top 40 Weeks: 20&gt; Entered the charts: October 29, 2005 &gt; Left Letters: March 11, 2006The D4L deatlana rappers (meaning Down for
Life) initially created this song as a smartphone ringtone before it came out as a single.11. Here Comes the Hotstepper&gt; Artist: Ini Kamoze&gt; Weeks on Top 40: 23&gt; Entered charts: October 15, 1994&gt; Left charts: March 18, 1995Ini Kamoze had modest success as a reggae artist, but wanted to try something in a different format in an attempt to
bring together more airplay. The chorus of this track is shown from the Cannibal and the Headhunters version of Land of 1,000 Dances, and the bass line is sampled from Heartbeat by Taana Gardner. Hotstepper, a Jamaican term for a fugitive from the law, is the singer's nickname.10 Baby Got Back &gt; Artist: Sir Mix-A-Lot &gt; Top 40 Weeks: 24&gt;
Entered the charts: May 2, 1992 &gt; Left Letters: October 10, 1992The success melts rapper Sir Mix-a-Lot has been widely covered and parodied and mentioned in everything from Friends to Shrek. Last year, the singer, Anthony Ray, premiered a real estate-themed reality show called Sir Mix-a-Lot's House Remix on the DIY Network.9. Fireflies &gt; Artist:
Owl City&gt; Weeks on Top 40: 25&gt; Entered charts: October 10, 2009 &gt; Left charts: March 27, 2010Owl City is Minnesota electronic pop project Adam Young. Apparently he doesn't care that he hasn't produced successful follow-ups to this No. 1 hit, telling Songfacts: I really don't care if people only know me by 'Fireflies'. I'm just doing my thing. 8.
Lately&gt; Artist: Divine&gt; Weeks on Top 40: 25&gt; Entered charts: September 12, 1998 &gt; Letters from the left: February 27, 1999This ballad inspired by the gospel of the R&amp;B Divine trio topped the Billboard charts only a few weeks after the three young members of the group graduated from high school. Follow-ups faltered and the group
disbanded in 2000.7. Bad Day &gt; Artist: Daniel Powter &gt; Top 40 Weeks: 27&gt; Entered the charts: March 11, 2006 &gt; Left Lists: September 9, 2006With this song, Daniel Powter, who is from British Columbia, became the first Canadian to top the U.S. charts since Nickelback did so four years earlier. Billboard named Powter the most successful marvel
from 2000 to 2007.6. Lean Back &gt; Artist: Terror Squad&gt; Weeks on Top 40: 27&gt; Entered charts: July 3, 2004&gt; Left charts: January 15, 2005 Punisher and Fat Joe, two already notable Latin rappers from the Bronx, formed the core of this group in late 1990/early 2000. Lean Back reached the top 1 on Billboard's Hot 100 chart before the album
featuring it. It topped the Billboard Hot 100 for three weeks.5. Hey Delilah&gt; Artist: Plain White T's&gt; Weeks on Top 40: 28&gt; Entered charts: May 26, 2007&gt; Left charts: December 1, 2007The lead White T singer Tom Higgenson wrote this song about a woman named Delilah DiCrescenzo, whom he was trying to woo (failed). Last year, according to
the Hollywood Reporter, the band began releasing a television series based on the song.4. You're Artist: James Blunt &gt; Weeks on Top 40: 29&gt; Entered charts: December 24, 2005 &gt; Left charts: July 8, 2006The English singer-songwriter James Blunt scored his only Top 40 hit with this moving pop ballad. The song did exceptionally well on the charts
- it was on the Billboard Hot 100 for 38 weeks - and was nominated for several Grammy Awards, including Record of the Year and Song of the Year. But even Blunt, as he said Hello! Magazine in 2014, found the track exaggeration annoying. 3. Everything You Want &gt; Artist: Vertical Horizon &gt; Top 40 Weeks: 34&gt; Entered charts: February 19, 2000
&gt; Left Cards: October 7, 2000 It was released nearly a decade after the band's formation, Everything You Want of Vertical Horizon was a huge hit for Washington alternative rock band D.C. In addition to spending 34 weeks in the Top 40, the song was Billboard's most played single of 2000.2. Macarena (Bayside Boys Mix)&gt; Artist: Los Del Rio &gt; Top
40 Weeks: 37&gt; Entered the charts: May 18, 1996 &gt; Left Letters: January 25, 1997More alive in the mid-1990s will remember the inescapable fashion that was the Macarena. Complete with its author dance, the song was played everywhere, from sporting events to the 1996 Democratic National Convention.1. Somebody That I Used To Know &gt; Artist:
Gotye feat. Kimbra &gt; Weeks on Top 40: 44&gt; Entered charts: Feb. 11, 2012&gt; Left charts: March 2, 2013The Australian electronic musician achieved a hit of the 40 best hits with this infectious pop song of 2012. The song, which shows the song Sevilla by Brazilian guitarist Luiz Bonfa of 1967, spent an impressive 44 weeks in the Top 40 and eight
weeks at No. 1. Somebody That I Used to Know also won the Duo/Pop Group Recording of the Year awards at the 55th Grammy Awards.24/7 Wall Street is a USA TODAY content partner that offers financial news and feedback. Its content is produced independently of USA TODAY. Today.
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